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Abstract—Emerging source of Information like social 

network, bibliographic data and interaction network of 

proteins have complex relation among data objects and 

need to be processed in different manner than traditional 

data analysis. Correlation clustering is one such new style 

of viewing data and analyzing it to detect patterns and 

clusters. Being a new field, it has lot of scope for research. 

This paper discusses a method to solve problem of 

chromatic correlation clustering where data objects as 

nodes of a graph are connected through color-labeled 

edges representing relations among objects. Purposed 

heuristic performs better than the previous works. 

 

Index Terms—Clustering Problems, Correlation 

Clustering, Chromatic Balls, and Priority Based 

Chromatic Balls. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Clustering is an unsupervised from of machine learning 

aiming at grouping of data objects in a way that similar 

objects fall in the same group specifically called a 

“cluster”. The traditional clustering algorithms like k-

means [1] and fuzzy c-means [2] use the notation of 

similarity or closeness among objects to group them. 

Thus, they view objects as having binary or fuzzy 

relationship between them. The binary relationship 

categorizes which clusters are similar and should be 

grouped in the same cluster using some similarity / 

distance metric between them. The fuzzy relations, on the 

other hand, deduce a percentage of similarity between 

data objects, with the ones with higher percentage 

probable to fall in the same cluster. In real world problem, 

the relations among objects are more complex. Like those 

existing among people in social networks, who have 

varying kind of relationships family, professional, 

friendly etc. Such scenarios of complex relations also 

exist in authored documents library, protein-protein 

interactions etc. 

Scenarios discussed above are best described through 

categorical relationships among objects, easily 

represented through graphs. Using graphic is advocated 

due to 

 

 They are flexible and intense data structures. 

 They can be easily ranged from very simple to 

very complicated relationships. 

 They can be used to represent many kinds of 

relations, whether independent or co-existing. 

 

Once a graph has been formed, the problem of analysis 

is converted into problem of partitioning the graph. 

Bansal et al. defined the problem of Correlation 

Clustering in [3]. It was successful enough to eradicate all 

the issues encountered in the traditional clustering 

algorithms so is being used in many applications like 

parallel and distributed system, pattern recognition, and 

image segmentation. Bonchi et al [4] further extended the 

concept of correlation clustering to chromatic correlation 

clustering by assigning colors to edges instead of positive 

or negative signed labels as used in correlation clustering. 

This paper presents a contribution in the direction of 

solving chromatic correlation clustering problem through 

revisiting the work of Bonchi et al [4, 5]. A Priority 

Based Chromatic Balls algorithm is presented to increase 

the probability of better solution of the algorithm and 

keeping its advantages of speed retained. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 

describes brief literature search related to this work. In 

section III Chromatic Balls algorithm is described with its 

drawbacks to show the problem part. Section IV 

describes the proposed algorithm with its both versions. 

The experimental setup and comparative results are 

provided in section V and VI. Finally the paper concludes 

in section VII. 

 

II.  RELATED WORK 

A lot of research is headed in this direction for years by 

many authors. Detail analysis and literature search on this 

topic is done in my previous work [6]. Some of them 

introduced here. 

Bansal et al in 2004 [3] introduced the concept of 
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Correlation Clustering. The clustering methodology 

required edge-labeled graphs with edges signed as 

positive or negative. Clustering depends on edge labels 

and can have any number of clusters. Clustering is based 

on the notion of maximizing agreements and minimizing 

disagreements. Here, agreement means the sum of the 

number of positively signed edges inside clusters and 

number of negatively signed edges between clusters. 

Disagreement, therefore, means the sum of number of 

negatively signed edges inside clusters and number of 

positively signed edges between clusters. Mathematically 

expressed, for a graph G= (V,E), where V is the set of 

objects to be clustered and E edges denoting relationships 

between V, a function is defined to assign 

a sign for each edge, sign + denoting the similarity and – 

denoting dissimilarity. Therefore, for correlation 

clustering, a signed graph as (G,s) is used. Any similarity 

distance or real distance is used for the signing of edges. 

In any situation if it is not possible to put positive edges 

in a single cluster a trivial solution is agreeing with half 

of the edge labels for clustering for example in case of 

more positive edges and less negative edges, all the 

vertices could be put in a single big cluster and if not, 

then each vertex would lie in a different cluster [7,8]. 

Another feature of this clustering approach compare to 

conventional clustering is that it does not require any 

prior knowledge of the number of clusters to be formed. 

V. Guruswami et al [9] in 2006 focused on the effect of 

keeping the number of clusters, k, fixed for the 

Correlation Clustering problem. The authors achieved a 

Polynomial Time Approximation Scheme (PTAS) for 

k>2 for both the maximizing agreements and minimizing 

disagreements case. Achieving PTAS was a trivial task 

for the minimizing disagreements problem which 

otherwise was observed to be an APX-hard problem 

when the constant k is not specified.  

N. Ailon et al [10] in 2009 focused on the agnostic 

nature of the Bansal et al’s work that assumes the non- 

existence of any ground clustering with the solution cost 

computed against the input similarity function. Opposed 

to the assumption, the authors assumed that an unknown 

ground truth clustering exists and that the accuracy of the 

resultant clustering should be measured against the 

ground clustering. Provable approximation guarantees are 

provided by the authors.  

Chaoli Wang et al [11] provided a study of hierarchical 

clustering of volumetric data having correlation relations. 

Not much work in this direction has been proposed earlier. 

The authors proposed three clustering algorithms which 

on the basis of quality threshold, k-means and random 

walks investigate the correlation relations of the data in a 

climate dataset. Evaluation and qualitative and 

quantitative comparison of the algorithms concludes the 

efficacy of the proposal. 

Inspired from the Correlation Clustering, Bonchi et al 

[4, 5] extended the work by assigning colors to edges 

instead of signs. These colors acted as labels to the edges. 

Similarly colored edges showed similar relations between 

the adjoining vertices and hence are expected to fall in 

the same cluster. An objective function was introduced 

for ensuring that the edges within a cluster are as much as 

possible, of same color. Their algorithm named 

Chromatic Balls is a randomized algorithm for solving 

the chromatic clustering problem. 

Correlation Clustering by Bansal et al [3] was 

encountered having issues in its average case models, to 

which Yi Makarychev et al in [12] proposed a semi-

random model of Correlation Clustering. The average 

case models were found realistically impossible. Also, 

each pair of vertices had the same amount of similarity or 

dissimilarity which made clustering difficult. Two 

approximation algorithms were also proposed by authors 

in [12] in their semi-random model. The first algorithm 

had a Polynomial-Time Approximation Scheme (PTAS) 

for the instances and the second algorithm was a recovery 

algorithm for the planted partition giving a small 

classification error η.  

Kookjin Ahn et al [13] focused on clustering correlated 

objects in a dynamic data stream model. Unlike the 

simple data stream model consisting of sequenced edges 

with their labels (referred to as weights in the paper), the 

associated data stream updates the edge labels of the 

related edge labeled graph containing n nodes as it arrives. 

The updates include insertions and deletions of edges. 

Three types of weights are considered: unit weights 

containing a set of only unit positive and unit negative 

edges, bounded weights which should necessarily be non 

zero and bounded by some constant and lastly, arbitrary 

weights consisting of all weights of O(poly n). The 

objective behind the proposal is to find a node partition 

efficiently able to partition the negatively labeled edges 

in different cluster and the positively labeled edges in the 

same cluster. For ensuring the quality of the associated 

node partition, authors develop data structures based on 

linear sketches. To solve the space- approximation 

problem in O (n.polylog n) space, the developed data 

structures are then combined with convex programming 

and sampling techniques. 

 

III.  CHROMATIC BALLS 

Chromatic Balls (CB) algorithm [4, 5] is a randomized 

approximation algorithm to solve the chromatic 

clustering problem. The basic working of the Chromatic 

Balls can be understood as a method to form groups of 

similar edges (relations). The algorithm takes input an 

edge-labeled graph and process it in iterations. The 

iterations continue until all edges have been removed 

from the graph. At each iteration, an edge(x, y) is picked 

randomly and the two vertices x and y are included in 

current cluster. Also all the vertices z for which edge(x, z) 

and (y, z) have same label as edge(x, y) are also included 

in current cluster. Then all the vertices included in the 

current cluster are removed from the graph. A new cluster 

is formed in each iteration and is named using the label of 

selected pivot edge. When all edges have been removed, 

the remaining isolated vertices are given a different 

cluster label, that is, they form singleton clusters. The 

algorithm is outlined as algorithm 1 discussed in fig.1. 
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Fig.1. Chromatic balls algorithm 

A.  Drawback of Chromatic Balls 

Since Chromatic Balls is a heuristic algorithm, it 

cannot produce optimum clustering as an output all the 

time. Hence aim is to produce clusters "near-to-optimum" 

and any such output can be called of high quality. The 

quality of output depends on the probability of a "good" 

edge to get selected as the pivot edge. Since all edges 

have equal probability of getting selected as pivot in 

chromatic balls, the probability of obtaining good quality 

result is low. 

 

IV.  PRIORITY BASED CHROMATIC BALLS 

The randomized behavior of Chromatic Balls does not 

guarantee good results every time. The problem arises 

when the pivot edge chosen does not belong to the desire 

optimum solution. 

 

Definition: “Good” edge is an edge (x, y) such that l(x, 

y) =cl(C(x))=l, C(x)=C(y) in ground truth or optimal 

clustering. 

 

Properties of “Good” edge: It will always be part of a l-

colored clique. The majority of other edges incident on x 

or y are also of label l.  

 

To increase the probability that selected edge might be 

part of optimum solution, we restrict the space of 

selection. Instead of picking any edge uniformly at 

random, the edge is picked with probability proportional 

to the frequency of label of edge. It is similar to 

construction of a priority queue of all edges based on the 

frequency of the labels. Pivot edge is selected from 

among the edges with highest priority in the queue at 

random. Thus, advantage of the speed of randomized 

algorithm is retained while the probability of better 

solution is increased. The proposed algorithm has been 

outlined in fig.2. The first step constructs the priority 

queue of edges. Rest all the steps are same as Chromatic 

Balls for step 4 and 8 the criterion of while loop.     

 

 

Fig.2. Priority based chromatic balls algorithm (Version 1) 

Another version of proposed algorithm is presented in 

fig.3. The conventions followed are same as Version 1 

except that a separate clustering label function is not 

required to map between cluster number and its color 

label. Rather it is assume that L is a set of labels 

expresses through ordinal numbers rather than actual 

categorical values. For example, L-{Red, Blue, Green} is 

input to the algorithm in the form L={1, 2, 3}. 

 

 

Fig.3. Priority based chromatic balls algorithm (Version 2)
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V.  METHODOLOGYANALYSIS 

The performance of the proposed Priority Based 

Chromatic Balls (PCB) algorithm has been analyzed on 

synthetic data generated using the Synthetic Data 

Generator Algorithm as shown in fig.4. All the data 

generation and experiments are conducted on MATLAB 

platform. MATLAB is a very powerful development and 

simulation tool. The experiments are conducted by a 

varying a number of parameter such as numbers of 

vertices, numbers of labels, noise levels etc. Later 

sections discuss the details of the experiments. 

 

 

Fig.4. Synthetic data generator algorithm 

The experiments on the generated synthetic data of 

varying parameters have been performed on CB and the 

proposed PCB for performance comparison. Control 

parameters help in the proper analysis of the proposed 

work in all aspects denotes as: 

 

 Number of vertices denote by n. 

 Number of labels denote by h. 

 Number of ground truth clusters denote by K. 

 Probability of sampling intra-cluster edges denote 

by p 

 Probability of sampling inter-cluster edges denote 

by q. 

 Probability of having an edge of a color different 

from the cluster is w. 

 Probability of adding prominence to a label is v, 

(if v=1,there are equal edges of all labels) 

 

The attributes tested upon are the runtime, number of 

clusters formed, cost and isolated points depending upon 

the parameters varied. With varying parameters, 

characteristics of the graphs generated using Synthetic 

Data Generator algorithm listed above change in the 

following ways 

 

 Ratio of intra-cluster edges to inter-cluster edges 

(by varying the probabilities p and q). 

 Uniform /Non uniform distribution of labels over 

edges (by keeping all labels of equal importance or 

any one label "prominent'' among all the other 

levels). 

 Density of the edges (by varying K). 

 Ratio of different colored edges within a cluster 

(by varying w).  

 

VI.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The proposed PCB is analyzed and compared with the 

standard CB algorithm on the basis of the effect observed 

when the discussed parameters are varied. This section 

gives the details of the same. 

A.  Effect of the Number of Vertices 

This section discusses the effect of parameter n 

practically. According to the varying criteria of the 

control parameters, the effect is noted.      

 

1. With Equal Number of Same and Different Colored 

Edges: The number of vertices (n) of the graph 

representing the data points is varied from 100 till 500, 

first for equal number of same and different colored 

edges of the graph (w=0.5), keeping other parameters 

constant at values K=10, h=4, p=0.5 and v=1. Table 1 

lists the experimental results for varying n.  

Table 1. Effect of the Number of Vertices on Runtime and Cost of the 

Algorithms-I 

 Runtime(in seconds) Cost 

n CB PCB CB PCB 

100 0.0276±0.010 0.0306±0.004 1138±4 1136±3 

200 0.1807±0.050 0.1677±0.1677 4666±5 4678±2 

300 1.0808±0.400 0.5316±0.5316 10423±6 10396±8 

400 2.235±0.759 1.2890±0.070 18304±18 18262±15 

500 6.5317±1.479 2.3198±0.094 28778±27 28708±21 

 

Figure 5 illustrates the effect of varying n on runtime 

of the CB and proposed PCB algorithms. And figure 6 

shows the corresponding cost growth plot of the proposed 

PCB algorithm. As observed, both the runtime and cost 

increase with increasing n since the overall size of dataset 

is increasing. As compared to CB, PCB has lesser cost 

and lower run time. 
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Fig.5. Growth of runtime with n-I 

 

Fig.6. Growth of cost of PCB with n-I 

2. With More Edges of Single Color: The effect of 

increasing n can be also seen when there are more edges 

of the same color per cluster by keeping probability "p" at 

a high value of 0.7 and "w" at a small value 0.4 and the 

other parameters K, h, q and v constant 10, 3, 0.1 and 1 

respectively. Table 2 lists the result obtained.  

Table 2. Effect of the Number of Vertices on Runtime and Cost of the 

Algorithm-II(a) 

 Runtime(in seconds) Cost 

n CB PCB CB PCB 

100 0.0213±0.009 0.0223±0.001 802±8 795±4 

200 0.1821±0.100 0.1357±0.003 3153±8 3134±6 

300 0.4363±0.171 0.4018±0.032 7182±19 7127±13 

400 1.1016±0.204 1.1016±0.064 12913±32 12837±11 

500 2.9068±1.208 1.7832±0.092 20172±28 20095±37 

 

Figure 7 and 8 shows the corresponding growth plots 

of runtime and cost with n. The growth of runtime and 

cost with n is linear as expected. PCB shows a better 

performance in terms of runtime and cost when compared 

with CB. 

 

 

Fig.7. Growth of runtime with n=II 

 

Fig.8. Growth of cost of PCB with n-II 

3. With One Label Prominent over Others: In the last 

set of experiments, the effect of n on keeping any one 

label permanents over the other is analyzed. The value of 

parameter "v" is fixed at 0.8. The values of parameters K, 

h, p, q and w are 8, 3, 0.7, 0.1 and 0.5 respectively. The 

parameter n is varied from 300 till 800. The value of 

parameter "K" is kept small keeping the clusters dense. 

Table 3 lists the results obtained.  

Table 3. Effect of the Number of Vertices on Runtime and Cost of the 

Algorithms-II(b) 

 Runtime(in seconds) Cost 

n CB PCB CB PCB 

300 0.5171±0.096 0.3966±0.016 8855±27 8813±34 

400 1.7104±0.346 0.884±0.050 15902±37 15828±29 

500 3.6463±1.488 1.776±0.072 24430±45 24366±75 

600 7.2052±2.767 2.859±0.205 36968±86 36820±194 

700 16.4317±5.101 4.024±0.170 47831±85 47784±55 

800 27.6317±16.824 6.149±0.201 65446±98 65378±195 

 

Figure 9 demonstrates the growth in runtime and cost 

with n and figure 10 is the growth plot for cost of the 

proposed algorithm with n. The results show linear 

growth in runtime and cost for both the algorithms. But 
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PCB performing better with deceased values of runtime 

and cost compare to CB. 

 

 

Fig.9. Growth of runtime with n-III 

 

Fig.10. Growth of cost of PCB with n-III 

B.  Effect of the Number of Ground Truth Clusters 

The parameter K, representing the number of clusters 

in ground truth clustering is varied keeping the 

probabilities of sampling intra-cluster and inter-cluster 

edges almost equal and making a label prominent by 

probability v equal to 0.7. The more the number of 

ground-truth clusters, the sparser each cluster is, because 

of the edges being distributed in every cluster easily and 

not confining to one. Since the clusters are distinct, they 

can be easily identified and hence, the cost is lesser with 

increasing parameter K, when running both the 

algorithms. The second effect of increasing parameter K 

is increasing number of total cluster formed. Table 4 lists 

the experimental result with varying K at n=1000, h=5, 

p=0.6, q=0.05, w=0.5, v=0.7. 

Figure 11 shows the total cluster output obtained 

through CB and proposed PCB with increasing K. Figure 

12 shows the growth plot of cost of PCB with K. A 

decrease in the cluster count and cost of proposed PCB, 

 

 

through slight, can be observed through the results 

favoring the algorithm over CB. 

Table 4. Effect of the Number of Ground Truth Clusters on Total 

Clusters and Cost of the Algorithms 

 Total cluster output Cost 

K CB PCB CB PCB 

10 260±8 252±10 77934±151 77733±165 

15 304±8 305±10 66580±115 66248±54 

20 328±32 320±6 62253±139 62016±30 

25 351±5 343±6 60806±157 60598±29 

30 363±5 351±5 58086±104 58007±105 

 

 

Fig.11. Growth of total cluster with K 

 

Fig.12. Growth of cost of PCB with K 

C.  Effect of the Number of Labels 

Both the algorithms are tested for varying number of 

labels, h. With increasing parameter h, the number of 

clusters per color label increases, thereby reducing the 

cost. Table 5 lists the results of the experiments 

conducted on both the algorithms for increasing h at 

n=1000, K=20, p=0.6, q=0.05 w=0.5 and v=0.7.  
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Table 5. Effect of the Number of Labels on Total Clusters And Cost of 

the Algorithms 

 Total cluster output Cost 

h CB PCB CB PCB 

2 264±8 260±5 64361±82 64308±245 

3 316±5 310±8 63598±64 63522±98 

4 326±4 324±5 62021±105 61980±141 

5 329±15 328±6 62260±93 62279±396 

6 340±12 328±7 62870±143 62666±116 

 

The proposed PCB performs better than CB both in 

term of cluster-count and cost. Figure 13 a column graph 

shows the growth in the total clusters obtained by both 

the algorithms. Figure 14 shows the growth in cost of 

PCB with h. The cost is observed to be decreasing 

initially with increasing h and tends to increase again. 

The increase in cost corresponds to a stage where more 

number of differently colored edges lie in the clusters 

formed. 

 

 

Fig.13. Growth of total cluster output with h 

 

Fig.14. Growth of runtime of PCB with h 

D.  Effect of Inter-Cluster Edges 

For the last set of experiments the parameter q is varied 

from 0.05 to 0.25. The parameter q denotes the 

probability of sampling of inter-cluster edges. Increasing 

value of q tends to decrease the performance of the 

algorithms. With more inter-cluster edges, the cost 

increases manifold. The attributes taken here for 

measuring the effect of q are the number of isolated 

points and cost of the PCB and CB algorithms. Table 6 

lists the results of the experiments at values of n, K, h, p, 

w and v equal to 1000, 20, 4, 0.6, 0.5 and 0.7 respectively.  

Table 6. Effect of the Probability of Inter Cluster Edges on Total 

Clusters and Cost of the Algorithms 

 
No. of isolated 

points 
Cost 

q CB PCB CB PCB 

0.05 12±4 9±2 64094±91 63840±24 

0.1 8±2 5±3 84792±119 84800±106 

0.15 5±2 4±3 106180±106 106207±62 

0.2 3±2 3±1 127646±25 127743±84 

0.25 3±2 2±1 148821±137 149021±77 

 

 

Fig.15. Growth of no. of isolated points with q 

 

Fig.16. Growth of Cost of PCB with q 

Figure 15 and figure 16 show the growth in number of 

isolated points for both algorithms and cost of proposed 

algorithm with q. The number of isolated points and cost 

of the proposed PCB algorithm are observed to be 
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slightly less as compared to the results obtained for CB. 

This linear growth of cost with variations in q implies 

that proposed PCB is robust enough even when many 

interconnections among ground truth clusters exist. This 

is also supported by lesser number of singleton clusters 

produced. It is an indication that proposed PCB is capable 

of associating more points together into groups. 

 

VII.  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

Data with categorical pair wise relations are 

increasingly becoming common. Some popular examples 

are users of social sites who have different relations like 

friends, classmates, clubmates, relatives etc, protein-

protein intreaction network, bibliographic data, and many 

more such data network. The problem of clustering 

objects in a data network based on categorical similarity 

is called Chromatic Correlation Clustering. A simple 

heuristic called Chromatic Balls proposed by Bonchi et al. 

attempts to solve to problem of chromatic correlation 

clustering in a fast manner. But it fails to perform in 

certain situations where networks of many vertices are 

dense enough in each category of relations. This paper 

proposes an improvement in the chromatic balls (CB) 

algorithm to improve the chances of obtaining a near-to-

optimal clustering. The proposed algorithm is named 

Priority Based Chromatic Balls (PCB). Comparison of 

CB and PCB is presented through outputs generated on 

synthetic data. The synthetic data is generated with 

varying density and size to demonstrate that PCB 

performs better than CB in each case. 

Research in field of data networks and clustering these 

structures is very new. It has must scope of variation in 

the data models itself. Newer models would then require 

corresponding changes in the algorithms. Extending the 

existing concept of CB to "fuzzy" version of the problem 

by having overlapping clusters is an open problem. 

Involving more than one CB approach into a clustering 

ensemble can be an interesting approach. Exploring 

situations where the proposed PCB algorithm has more 

chances of poor output is an open problem.  
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